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There are some standard reduction techniques in representation theory 
of finite groups, mainly based on work by Clifford and Fong. Apparently 
less known is a method suggested by Berger [l] which refers to tensor 
induction of (projective) representations. It applies in the following 
situation: 
(TI) E is a nonabelian normal subgroup of the finite group G which is 
the central product of the distinct G-conjugates of some (proper) subgroup 
E,,, and there is a G-stable faithful simple FE-module V with F being a 
splitting field for the unique simple constituent VO of V,. 
In applications E usually is a minimal nonabelian normal subgroup of G 
and V is a component of the restriction W, of some (faithful and primitive) 
simple FG-module W; and E, will be either quasisimple or an extraspecial 
p-group for some prime p, or the central product of an extraspecial 2-group 
with a cyclic group of order 4. These “minimal” situations have been 
already studied in [7] (excluding the final case which cannot occur when 
G is (2-)solvable). Here we give an approach which works in generality. 
In the situation (TI), V decomposes into the tensor product of the 
distinct G-conjugates of VO, due to the fact that V, is absolutely simple. 
(Of course, also V is absolutely simple then, but it is not sufftcient to 
know that, at least in characteristic 0.) The centre 2 = Z(E) acts by scalar 
multiplications on V and so is cyclic and central in G, and the central 
product is over Z. Finally, the normalizer Go = N&E,) is the inertia group 
of V, in G. 
So there is a map T,: Go + GL( V,) such that r,,(x- ‘ex) = 
T,,(x)-’ to(e) T,,(x) for all e E E, and x E G,, z,, being the representation of 
E, with underlying module VO. Then TO is a projective representation 
(of Go on V,), and all these projective representations form a full 
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F-equivalence class (with regard to G,). Its cohomology class in 
H2(G,, I;‘) is denoted by wGO( I’,). Of course, this only depends on the 
isomorphism type of I’,,, and we shall identify isomorphic modules 
(suitably). Usually the multiplicative (unit) group F’ of F is regarded as a 
trivial module. 
The tensor induced projective representation Ten&(T,) acts on the 
F-space V= I/,@ . . . @ V. (IG : GoI copies); cf. [2, Sect. 131 or [l, (2.7)] 
or [7, Sect. 33. Therefore the following result is what one expects: 
THEOREM 1. If TO is a projective representation belonging to wo,,( V,), 
then Ten:& TO) belongs to wo( V) (similarly defined). 
Considering factor sets we obtain, in particular, that wc( V) is the image 
of wGO( V,) under the corestriction map Cor: H2(G,, Ii’) + H*(G, F’). 
It is important to know that wG( k’) is inflated from G/E. More precisely, 
there is a projective representation T: G -+ GL( I’) belonging to wG( V) such 
that TE = r is the representation of E with underlying module I/ and such 
that its factor set is constant on cosets mod E. These types of projective 
representations form a full (normalized) F-equivalence class with regard to 
G/E (cf. [S, (11.2) and (11.7)]). Its cohomology class in H*(G/E, F’) 
is denoted by wc( V); it vanishes if and only if there is an FG-module 
extending V (“Clifford obstruction”). 
Thus Theorem 1 enables one to substantiate the (unproven) statement in 
[l, (5.19)]. The reduction method based on (TI) would not work if one 
only knew that Cor(w,,( VO)) vanishes on E. 
We shall explain this in a special situation which is important for 
applications. Let m be the exponent of E (and E,), and suppose F contains 
a primitive mth root of unity generating C s F’. By means of a certain 
scalar descent we construct (in Section 2) a unique f C-class of projective 
representations belonging to oG( V) and affording factor sets of order 
dividing m. Here f C-equivalence means C-equivalence up to a homo- 
morphic sign function G/E + { f 1 } s F’. Its cohomology class therefore is 
in H’(G/E, C); it is denoted by we(x), where x is the (Frobenius) character 
afforded by V. Let w&x) be its inflation to G; there is likewise a unique 
+ C-equivalence class of projective representations belonging to wG(x). 
THEOREM 2. If T,, is a projective representation of GO belonging to 
wGO(xO), where x0 is the character afforded by V,, then Ten:& To) belongs to 
WG(X). 
Hence, as before, wG(x) is the image of wGO(xo) under the corestriction 
map Cor: H’(G,, C) + H’(G, C). Let C= Ind&(C) denote the (co-) 
induced permutation G-module over C. We have a commutative diagram 
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ff2(G,,, C) 2 H’(G, C) 
H2(G, c) 
where e is the isomorphism given by the lemma of Shapiro-Weil [4, 
p. 1141 and where rr is induced by the obvious G-epimorphism C ++ C 
(product map). Let c” H G --H G be a group extension with class 
a(w,Jxo)). Then 6 maps onto a (central) extension C H 6 + G through 
rr, and the inverse image G0 of G, in G maps onto a (central) extension 
C* G, ++ G, by means of the obvious G,-projection C + C. The 
cohomology classes of 6 and G,, are w&x) =Cor(w,&,)) and w,,(x,,), 
respectively. 
COROLLARY. View r,, = VO as an FG’,-module lifting the projective 
representation T,, (belonging to w,&,,)), and let t= V be the F&module 
lifting Ten:& TO). Then Pg Ten&( V,) over FG (ordinary tensor induction). 
There is a normal subgroup I? of G mapping isomorphically onto E such that 
the FE-module V can be identified with pg. 
This ,!? can be found to be normal in 6 just because w&x) is inflated 
from G/E. It follows from Clifford’s theorem that if W is any simple 
FG-module for which W, involves V, then 
WrTen~,(~,,)OF W’ 
over FG for some unique (up to isomorphism) F&module w’ having 6 in 
its kernel. This describes the reduction technique based on tensor induction 
U’I). 
Note. After submitting the present paper (with a slightly different title) 
I have been informed by Tom Berger that L. G. Kovacs did some similar 
work. We discussed the possibility of combining the papers. However, the 
approaches are indeed rather complementary so that separate publications 
are still appropriate. (Added in proof: The paper by L. G. Kovacs appeared 
in J. Austral. Math. Sot. (A) 49 (1990), 486501.) 
I am grateful to Professor Kovacs for some useful comments on my 
paper. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Tensor induction depends on the choice of coset representatives but 
usually ambiguity is avoided by choosing the representatives consistently. 
Let us fix an ordered right transversal { ri} i d iG n to G,, in G. 
By our general assumption (TI), E = n:= i E; is a central product over 
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Z(E). Also, if zO: E, + GL( V,) is the representation on V, (sending ei E E,, 
to uO H u,e,), then 
is a well-defined (absolutely) irreducible representation of E which may be 
identified with the representation r of E on I/. 
Let T,,: G, + GL( V,,) be a projective representation belonging to wc,( V,,) 
and affording the factor set a (so that T,,(xy)-’ T,,(x) T,,(y) is scalar multi- 
plication with x(x, y) on V,, for all x, y in G,). For x E G and any index i 
define xi E G, and ix E { 1, . . . . n> by rix=xiyiX (so that (xy),= xiviX). Let P, 
be the F-automorphism of I/= VO @ . . . 0 VO (n copies) given by 
and let TX = @;=i T,,(xi). Then, by definition (cf. [l, (2.7)] or [7]), 
XHT,P, is “the” projective representation T= Ten&( T,,) of G on 
V = @ ;= , VO tensor induced from TO. It affords the factor set 
Oitx, Y) = fi cc(xi, Yi.x)* 
i=l 
Thus oi= Car(a) is the corestriction of c( to G with respect to {ri). T 
depends on the choice of the transversal as follows: 
LEMMA 1. Altering the transversal (ri} amounts to replacing 
T=Ten&(T,,) by some projective representation x~c,H-lT(x)H of G, 
where H=(@y=, T,,(hi)) Pf or certain hi E G, and P permuted the factors of 
V= Q r= 1 V, suitably, and where the 1-cochain {c,} has its values in the 
join (Im(a)). 
The proof of the lemma is straightforward and therefore omitted. 
Identifying t with the (isomorphic) representation x H H -‘z(x) H of G on 
V, what is remaining is the r-equivalence described by the cochain {c,>. 
It suffices to deal with the given transversal. 
The proof of Theorem 1 now is very easy. Let e = nr=, e; be in E 
(ei E E,). For any x E G, the conjugate e* = n;= 1 (ep)‘tX and so 
t(ex) = & r,(eT) = & T,(x,)-’ z,(ei) TO(xi) 
ix= 1 ix = 1 
= P;’ & T,,(x,)--’ q,(ei) T,(x,) P, 
( i=l > 
= T(x)-’ z(e) T(x). 
Thus T belongs to wG( V). 
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2. THE SCALAR DESCENT 
From now on we assume that F’ contains a subgroup C of order 
m = exp(E). Then FE is semisimple and F is a splitting field for all sub- 
groups of E. Let [ = i,,, be a primitive mth root of unity over the rationals, 
and fix an isomorphism 1: ([) r C. Let R = Q(i) if char(F)=0 and let 
otherwise R = Z,,,[c] be the localization at q=char(F) of the ring of 
integers of O(c). Note that in the latter case q is unramilied in R and that 
R is a principal ideal domain whose nonzero prime ideals are permuted 
transitively by the Galois group. Using that Gal(Q(c)/Q)r Aut(([)) we 
conclude that there is a unique ring homomorphism R -+ F extending z. 
Suppose V is an (absolutely) simple FE-module, as usual, affording the 
G-invariant character x. Let x’ be the associated Brauer character having 
its values in R and mapping onto 1. It follows from [Z, (31.26) and (27.1)] 
that there is, up to isomorphism, a unique RE-lattice I” affording x’. This 
V’ clearly is stable relative to G. So we may define the Clifford obstruction 
oG( V’) in H2(G/E, R’). From the corollary to [6, Theorem B] it follows 
that wG( V’) is in the image of the map 
H2(G/E, <i >I + H2(GIE, R’) 
induced by embedding (0 into R’ (see also Dade [ 3)). Since R’/( [) 
either is torsion-free or m = I(c) 1 is odd and its torsion group has order 
2, application of the long exact cohomology sequence shows that the above 
map is a monomorphism. Let w&‘) be the unique pre-image of wG( V’), 
and let we(x) be the image of oc(x’) under the isomorphism 
H2(G/E, (5))s H’(G/E, C) induced by I. 
DEFINITION. A projective representation T: G + GL( V) belongs to 
~~(2) if T is obtained from a projective representation of G belonging to 
wG( I”) and affording a factor set of order dividing m, by extending the 
base from R to F. 
Clearly V’OR Fr I’ as an FE-module, the tensor product being under- 
stood through the ring homomorphism R -+ F extending z. Replacing 1 by 
another isomorphism (c) 3 C does not matter since that would alter the 
character x’ correspondingly. So the cohomology class o,&) as well as the 
associated projective representations are independent of the choice of 1. 
LEMMA 2. The projective representations T: G -+ GL( V) belonging to 
coo(x) form a nontrivial (normalized) &-C-equivalence class (with regard to 
G/E). 
Proof: Our preceding discussion shows that there exists a projective 
representation T’: G + GL( V’) belonging to wc(x’), that is, belonging 
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to oG( V’) and affording a factor set of order dividing m. Hence the 
equivalence class is nonempty. 
Suppose S’: G + GL( v’) is another such projective representation. Then 
S’(x) = a,T’(x) for some normalized 1-cochain {a,} of G in R’ which is 
constant on cosets mod E. Hence if fl and y are the factor sets afforded by 
T’ and S’, respectively, 
Yk VI = ~x,‘%~yB(x> Y) 
for all x, y E G. On the other hand, since both /I and y have the same 
cohomology class in H2(G/E, (c)), namely w&‘), there is a 1-cochain 
(b,) of G in CC>, constant on cosets mod E, such that 
as well. Consequently x H a,b; ’ is a homomorphism cp: G + R’ (having E 
in its kernel). Now the image of cp is in the torsion subgroup of R’, which 
is Cl> or <i)x{fl} ( in case m is odd). Thus either a, = b, cpx is in (i ) 
for all x E G, or m is odd and 
where (b:} is a normalized 1-cochain of G in ([ ) and {E,} is a 
homomorphic sign function, both constant on cosets mod E. Hence, by 
definition, S’ and T’ are f (c)-equivalent. The lemma follows passing 
from R to F. 
Observe that the projective representations belonging to oc(x) form a 
unique C-class unless ICI is odd, G/E has a normal subgroup of index 2, 
and char(F) # 2, in which case we have a finite union of such C-classes. Of 
course, we have distinguished a subclass in the class of all projective 
representations belonging to wc( V). 
It is immediate that we have a corresponding + C-class of projective 
representations belonging to wG(x) = Inf(wc(x)). Note that the sign 
function still can be chosen to be trivial on E. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We use the notation of the preceding section mututis mutandis. Let To be 
a projective representation of G, belonging to w,&), say obtained from 
Tb: G,, + GL( Vb) by extension of the base from R to F. As in the proof of 
Theorem 1, define Tk = @y=, Tb(xi) and Pi, permuting the factors of 
v’ = @y=, I’;. It is then evident that x H T: P: is a projective representa- 
tion of G on v’ which gives T= Ten&( T,,) by scalar extension. 
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Let tl’ be the factor set afforded by Tb, which has order dividing m. Then 
Cor(cc’), computed with regard to {Y;}, has order dividing m as well, and 
Lemma 1 shows that this is independent of the particular transversal. 
The argument yielding Theorem 1 shows that T’ belongs to ujG( V’). 
Thus T belongs to we(x), as desired. 
4. PROOF OF THE COROLLARY 
The group extensions G, 6, G,, and the modules in question have been 
described explicitly in [7, Sect. 41. Furthermore, the second statement of 
the corollary is implicit in [7, Lemma 71. Therefore it remains to establish 
the final statement. 
Let TO: G, -+ GL( V,) be some projective representation belonging to 
w&x0). By Theorem 2 then T= Ten&(T,) belongs to we(x). Let 
y E Z*(G, C) be the factor set of T, and let G be the crossed product 
extension determined by y. Then T gets an ordinary representation of G 
through (x, c) I-+ CT(X) for x E G, c E C. By Lemma 2 there is a projective 
representation S: G -+ GL( V) belonging to w&x), and S(x) = C,E, T(x) for 
some 1-cochain {c,} of G in C and some homomorphic sign function {E,} 
having E in its kernel. It follows that 
E= {(x, c,): x E E} 
is a normal subgroup of G mapping isomorphically onto E, due to the fact 
that the cocycle (x, y) H c&i c,c,,,y(x, y) of S is inflated from G/E. Since S, 
accords with the representation r of E on V, for all x E E we have 
T(x, c,) = c, T(x) = S(x) = T(X). 
This completes the proof of the corollary. 
We observe that ,?? is independent of the particular projective representa- 
tion S considered. 
Remark. In case FE is not semisimple, say char(F)= p, one may 
replace C by IF,(x)‘. (By Brauer [F,,(x) E F is the smallest field of realization 
for x, and for x0.) Then Theorem 2 and its corollary carry over. Of course, 
p cannot divide lZ(E)I by hypothesis (TI). If E= E’ is perfect, one may 
even replace E,(x)’ by its largest subgroup of order dividing m = exp(E) 
(see [7, Theorem A]). 
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